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CHOO CHOO MOTHERTRUCKER. This game is fun, I will say. It's very unwinding and a relaxing game involving racing on
amazing and awesome jumps and loops and well, stunts. STUNTMANIA Reloaded is a basic free-roaming racer involving
several gigantic maps that have all sorts of hidden and secret areas to explore. Each of the ~10 maps feature hundreds of jumps
and stunts, complete with large amounts of green, yellow, and red collectables to gather in each level. Also in each stage, there
are 3 types of coins that need to be gathered in-order to unlock certain parts of the game. Some coins need to be gathered in 3
pieces, which will be spread around the map. These include the first coin, a "car coin", which is used to unlock different cars.
Second, a "level coin", which is used to unlock different levels. And the only coin that comes in whole, the "gamemode coin",
which is used to unlock gamemodes. Finally, in each level there will be a set of powerups. These powerups include Super Jump,
Nitro, Antigravity, Teleport, and more. These little parts of gameplay make this game a very fun and relaxing racer/explorer,
leaving you taking a long breath at the ramps, loops, and obstacles of each map.

"Wait, if this is 'very fun', then why did you rate it badly?" You may be asking.
The biggest and most dreaded downfall of all players' experiences is the giant number of glitches and bugs that there are in this
game. Let me explain. So, you crash your car into a wall, and you wait around 2 seconds for it to respawn. Around 1/7 of the
time your car will respawn being shot up into the air like a cannon and stay airborne for a good 40 seconds, leaving you with
nothing to do but wait. Once that car comes crashing down again, unless you've picked up the "Mega Health" powerup, there's a
50/50 chance that you won't survive the fall, with the possibility of respawning shot up into the air once more. However, I have
come to a slight realization of the glitch and it is if you've crashed with your car's nose tipped mildly upwards, it seems to bring
up the glitch. An easy way to stabilize your car is holding down SPACE, but this is still unconfirmed as far as I know. In the
game I guarantee that you'll find your car glitching through the map either fully, or just partially, even if you can make it out
with a small hop. And, I've also taken note that you can literally drive up a flat wall, whether it be land, or a building, without
any powerups or any help or tricks.

Now, I will say that this game is relaxing, fun, and enjoyable, but the glitches that this game possesses just seem to ruin the fun
for most people. The price just doesn't seem like it's worth it's value if it's possessed by such bugs and broken mechanics, even
if it's only $5. However, this game demonstrated to me amazing levels, and breathtaking and cool stunts and jumps and loops;
This game is its own rollercoaster. But, even all of this doesn't top for the game's value. The only time I would recommend to
buy this game is when it's on sale, or in Humble Bundle or other such sorts.. Defintely a must-play for any Shantae fan as long as
you've played Half-Genie Hero first, which of course you have right?. Great game, just be prepared to die! Alot!. Atleast for
me, it wasn't a great game, I was expecting more, didn't get what I was hoping for. Some may like it, some may not, me, I don't
like it. Graphics are great, gameplay can be a little bit better though.
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For when I just feel like shooting stuff with no particular goal or reason in mind. Ai is dumb, i also tried faster mode but they're
still dumb, I played in free movement mode and not on rails.

Graphics are a mixed bag, inside parts are ok'ish, but outside parts are bad.

Final showdown bosses, dumb.

The only thing I liked was the music.

Are gamers becoming dumb and really think this is good???

Refunded. I'm a big fan of minimalist puzzle games like this and this is one of the better ones. The puzzles haven't been too hard
but do offer a little challenge. The mechanics are in some ways unique but the core is similar to other games but that isn't a bad
thing. The way it is done certainly is different though.

It would be nice to have a level editor so I hope this can be added in the future.

But the game certainly is worth £0.79/$1. just tried it out since it was on sale, and i must say so far, it is fun...

very basic, but it only started its early access journey, and i hope that there
is more to come. the core is there, this can be a really nice game when its finished
and i am looking forward to testing new patches that are hopefully coming.

as far as i can see, there are no space battles / ship battles so far... are there
any plans for that? the FTL part would absolutely need that.... If you like the ARMA series you'll probably like this. It's mil-sim
with adjustable difficulty. The game took three tries before I could get it started but once I did I died. Then I died again. The
third time though, the third time I completed my missions. I enjoyed it very much.
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